
XYZ

Home screen Appointments hub Manage referrals, hospital and

other appointments

Appointment detailReferral detail (?)

Book an appointment  

Select clinic/ location Choose date and time Confirmation (?)

Appointment details 

These are

not appts,

nor related

to appts

Avoid

unnecessary

wording/

repetition

Hierarchy to be

researched

Avoid

unnecessary

wording/

repetition

which other

referrals &

appts?

confusing

why not?

what would

these be? 

why are they

not included in

the above?

Confusing

Too much

detail. Should

be collapsed

view

Appts confirmed

Appts requiring action 

Appts pending

All on this

page are

referrals

Confusing.

Overdue due

to me or the

clinic?

Confusing. 

23wks for the review? 

Review not done, so can't be the appt

Generic waiting time?

NHS App

environment

3rd party

supplier

Inconvenience

Journey

disruption
Confusion

Mistrust

Email

PDF Wayfinder screen designs draft 1.pdf

if not provided

by 'customer'

trust/gp/other,

then what?

think user need. 

need to be a governance  thing. to be

fed to the trust/escalate to the PMO

be fed to their customer as quickly as

possible

Naming

convention

set of resources, what do they have?

descripton field. Updated design: add supporting links, 

library: generic material

personalised: in the description field, populated by the trust

Wayfinder 

jup off points for wayfinder different to normal 

which urls are the jump offs to?

reschedule opens up a message to the organisational team, if they are

set up to do this

PKB sends out emails, text messages, 

Research

Attitudes towards:

-personal data: who should/could see it

-data security: who to trust to look after it

properly

-3rd parties

Inconvenience threshold:

-create a separate account,

-have to remember log in details,

-delete if/no longer required

Competitor uptake:

-do they use an app already?

-which

-how/what features

-how long for

-likes/dislikes

-would they migrate to an nhs version if

available?

Info hierarchy

Navigation

Attitudes

Pain points

Trust

Confusion

Journey disruption

Inconvenience

Motivation levels

Relationship ownership:

    data

    support

    commercial

  

UR

Who are [portal name]

Can I trust them

Why is the NHS using them?

How safe is my data?

I'm already registered with another portal.

What do i need in order to proceed?

What happens if I interrupt? Do I start from the

beginning again?

How do I get help?

Options if I can't or won't

Aggregator to Portal user flow

Legal notice: 

Transfer to [portal

name] 

Log in

Error message
[portal name] 

Help 

Abandon (intention

to return)

Abandon Returning user

Abandon

Info page:

About [Portal name]

Abandon

Data share consent

with  [portal name] 

Create account

[portal]

Consent to share

data with 4x NHS

areas

Agregator:

All appts 

Change/

Cancel

 Appt

Account already in

the system [portal]

Info page:

About 3rd parties

and the NHS

Abandon

Abandon

Jump off screen user jouney-All scenarios

Agregator:

All appts 

Change/

Cancel

 Appt

Scenario 1

Scenario 2 

Log in

Agregator:

All appts 

Change/

Cancel

 Appt

Legal notice: 

Transfer to [portal

name] 

Data share consent

with  [portal name] 

Create account

[portal]

Consent to share

data with 4x NHS

areas

Agregator:

All appts 

Change/

Cancel

 Appt

Scenario 3 

[portal name]

own jouney

Legal notice: 

Transfer to [portal

name] 

Error message

[portal name] 

Help 

Data share consent

with  [portal name] 

Create account

[portal]

Consent to share

data with 4x NHS

areas

Agregator:

All appts 

Change/

Cancel

 Appt

Legal notice: 

Transfer to [portal

name] 

Error message

Abandon

Data share consent

with  [portal name] 

Agregator:

All appts 

Legal notice: 

Transfer to [portal

name] 

Error message

[portal name] 

Help 

Abandon (intention

to return)
Returning user

Data share consent

with  [portal name] 

Create account

[portal]

Consent to share

data with 4x NHS

areas

Agregator:

All appts 

Change/

Cancel

 Appt

Scenario 5

Scenario 6 

Scenario 7 

Legal notice: 

Transfer to [portal

name] 

Error message
[portal name] 

Help 
Abandon

Data share consent

with  [portal name] 

Agregator:

All appts 

Legal notice: 

Transfer to [portal

name] 

Agregator:

All appts 

Abandon

Legal notice: 

Transfer to [portal

name] 

Log in

Info page:

About [Portal name]

Abandon

Data share consent

with  [portal name] 

Create account

[portal]

Consent to share

data with 4x NHS

areas

Agregator:

All appts 

Change/

Cancel

 Appt

Account already in

the system [portal]

Info page:

About 3rd parties

and the NHS

Legal notice: 

Transfer to [portal

name] 

Info page:

About [Portal name]

Data share consent

with  [portal name] 

Create account

[portal]

Consent to share

data with 4x NHS

areas

Agregator:

All appts 

Change/

Cancel

 Appt

Scenario 8 

Scenario 9   

Scenario 10

Legal notice: 

Transfer to [portal

name] 

Info page:

About [Portal name]

Data share consent

with  [portal name] 

Create account

[portal]

Consent to share

data with 4x NHS

areas

Agregator:

All appts 

Change/

Cancel

 Appt

Info page:

About 3rd parties

and the NHS

Scenario 11   

Legal notice: 

Transfer to [portal

name] 

Info page:

About [Portal name]

Abandon

Agregator:

All appts 

Info page:

About 3rd parties

and the NHS

Scenario 12   

Legal notice: 

Transfer to [portal

name] 

Data share consent

with  [portal name] 

Consent to share

data with 4x NHS

areas

Agregator:

All appts 

Change/

Cancel

 Appt

Account already in

the system [portal]

Scenario 13   

Scenario 14  

Need for care GP appointment Referral 1st Hospital appointment

I have a lump on my

neck
I ask Dr Google

I decide I need a GP

appointment
I phone my GP

Triage
Accepted,

appointment booked

Notification -

appointment booked

Take me to the app

Review appointment

View appointment in

app

Add to calendar -

check for clashes

Set reminder

Instructions - what to

do if things change

Transport
Appointment

requirements

Location

requirements

Ts and Cs

Appointment

preparation
Plan visit

Location map

Proxy

Attend appointment

GP assessment
Referral required -

dermatology

Add referral for

admin to carry out

Next steps

Admin in eRS - refer

to hospital for

deromoscopy

Received at hospital Triaged

Shows in app as in

review

Accepted Sent to waiting list

Receive reminder

Use plan

Notification - referral

created

Link to app

Next steps

Notification - referral

accepted

Notification - referral

received

Notification - referral

in review

What do do if

nothing changes and

when - create alert

Link to app

Next steps

What do do if

nothing changes and

when - create alert

Link to app

Next steps

What do do if

nothing changes and

when - create alert

Link to app

Next steps

What do do if

nothing changes and

when - create alert

Notification - referral

created

Notification - referral

created

Notification - referral

received

Notification - referral

in review

What do do if

nothing changes and

when - create alert

What do do if

nothing changes and

when - create alert

What do do if

nothing changes and

when - create alert

What do do if

nothing changes and

when - create alert

Notification - added

to waiting list

Link to app

Review waiting time

Waiting Waiting
I read some

resources
Waiting

Notification - new

resources available

Next steps

Link to app

Notification - you're

still on our list

Link to app

View and read

resources in app

Notification - new

resources available

Link to app

View and read

resources in app

Assign resources to

patient

Set alerts and

reminders for

resources

Assign new

resources to patient

Notification - you're

still on our list

Link to app

Waiting Ready to book
Book appointment in

app

Appointment visible

in app

Notification -

appointment ready

to book

Notification -

appointment ready

to book

Link to app

Next steps

Set alert to check

status change

Instructions and next

steps, Ts and Cs

Notification -

appointment

confirmed

Link to app

Contingency

Notification -

appointment

confirmed

I need to change my

appointment
Review appointment

Appointment

preparation
Plan visit

View appointment in

app

Add to calendar -

check for clashes

Set reminder

Instructions - what to

do if things change

Transport
Appointment

requirements

Location

requirements

Ts and Cs

Location map

Proxy

Next steps

Receive reminder

Use plan

Referral confirmation

letter created

Ready to book letter

created
Check against letter

Location inside

hospital

View appointment in

app

Warning

Requirements for

changing

Clinical safety check

Consequences

Edit appointment in

app

Notification -

appiointment

changed

View appointment in

app

Add to calendar -

check for clashes

Set reminder

Instructions - what to

do if things change

Transport
Appointment

requirements

Location

requirements

Ts and Cs

Location map

Proxy

Next steps

Location inside

hospital

Review appointment
Appointment

preparation
Plan visit

Notification -

appiointment

changed

Attend appointment

Notification -

appiointment

successful

Chaperon

GP EHR

In person

ERS ERS ERS Hospital PAS

NHS App /

Aggregator

NHS App /

Aggregator

ERS Hospital PAS

NHS App /

Aggregator

Hospital PAS Hospital PAS Hospital PAS Hospital PAS

NHS App

Aggregator

Hospital PAS ERS MYR NHS App / Portal NHS App / Portal NHS App / PortalNHS App / Portal
In person In person

Treatment

Referral in review Referral accepted Waiting for availability Ready to book Appointment booked Appointment in review

Accept new

appointment

New appointment

confirmed

Appointment booked

Appointment completed

eRS RAS

Submits referral

though A&G

Waits for comms

back from secondary

care

eRS A&G

Chooses clinics

based on availability
Submits referral

eRS DBS

Sends email to

patient with booking

reference

GP System ERS

eRS RAS

Shows in app as in

review

eRS A&G

eRS RAS

eRS A&G

Patient channels

Status

GP Surgery

Patient workflow

Clinic

Systems

Patient notifications

Need for care GP appointment

MVP Blueprint

Referral Hospital appointment

I have a lump on my

neck
I ask Dr Google

I decide I need a GP

appointment
I phone my GP

Triage
Accepted,

appointment booked

Attend appointment

GP assessment
Referral required -

dermatology

Admin in eRS - refer

to hospital for

deromoscopy

Received at hospital
Add referral for

admin to carry out

View appointment in

app

Triaged

Shows in app as in

review

Accepted Sent to waiting list

Shows in app as on

waiting list

Waiting Waiting Waiting

I read some

resources

Waiting

I need to change my

appointment

Edit appointment in

app

Waiting

Ready to book
Book appointment in

app

Appointment visible

in app

Waiting

Attend appointment Treatment

GP EHR

In person

ERS ERS ERS ERS Hospital PAS

NHS App /

Aggregator

Hospital PAS

NHS App /

Aggregator

NHS App /

Aggregator

Hospital PAS Hospital PAS Hospital PAS Hospital PAS

NHS App

Aggregator
ERS MYR

Proxy

NHS App / Portal NHS App / Portal NHS App / Portal In person In person

NHS APP

CLINICAL

IMPLICATIONS

NEW VALUE PROPOSITIONORIGINAL ASK

To-Be service blueprintNew vision

TO-BE SERVICE  TO-BE FLOWS AND PROTOTYPE

Challenge number 1

The screens the patient needed to get to

are held with portals outside the NHS app.

Given:

1. the highly sensitive nature of personal

information held, ensuring full

transparency is paramount  

2. the function these portals serve is

complex and difficult to explain clearly

and simply

SD approach?

Explore fully the legal requirements

for privacy and options the patient had

Explore the various decision making

points along the user flows, and

establish ways to reassure and

encourage them to continue

Focus UR sessions to explore users

attitudes and levels of trust on this

particular part of their journey

Result?

A set of screens designed and validated by

users, compliant with legal teams and 

The assumptions

Patients would find:

1. the interruption to their journey

inconvenient

2. 3rd parties confusing and puzzling

3. easy to mistrust and abandon the

journey at this point

Challenge number 2

Insights revealed patients

primary problem was

different to the one the

project aimed to solve.

SD approach?

I developed this golden

insight into a new vision for

the app, a set of design

principles and new To Be

service blueprint.

This was presented to

decision makers 

Result?

Buy in to change the course of the app's development, and turn

a timeline of appointments to a proactive health care plan.

Subsequent funding of £73mil to deliver

"Keeping your data secure

To access the NHS App, you will need to set up an NHS login and prove

who you are. Your NHS App then securely connects to information from

your GP surgery.

If your device supports fingerprint detection or facial recognition, you can

use it to log in to your NHS App each time, instead of using a password

and security code."

Approach

Theming and clustering the insights made it clear:  Patients need to be told

what to expect, and be notified of any tasks they need to action. They don't

need help in just making the appointments. They need a workflow manager.

Insights

Once their GP created a referral for them, both patient and GP fell into a '

waiting room', passively waiting to be contacted

"Not knowing what happens next" was the single, unanimous and heart

felt pain point.

The uncertainty of when they will hear about their appointment, how,

whether there's something they should be doing and if they'd be able to

choose (date, location, physician) was what generated the

most  anxiety  for patients

Other sources of stress were created by their records and history health

plan not joined up

A new vision emergedThe ask NHS App hits over 30 million users

New features added last year will enable

users to receive notifications from their

GPs and view and manage their hospital

appointments, with healthcare

information now at their fingertips.

The background

Following the triple diamond approach, I:

-  Mapped As-Is journeys on a blueprint

  -Gathered information from:

    patients

    3rd party aggregator

    clinical and administrative health care providers

   3rd party portals aggregated into the app

-  Synthesised, analysed, and developed insights to:

   create the MVP To-Be service to meet the ask, and

identified the real pain points at the heart of patients problems

The project

Discovery to Beta in 12 weekly sprints

Fully remote multidisciplinary teams in an lean agile

environment comprised of:

       various contracting consultancies, (Service Design Lead,

Service Designer, UR lead, UR grad, UI designer, Content

Designer, Delivery Manager, Technical  Architect, Product

Owner), and

       internal NHS teams, (Legal, Log-in, Clinical Safety, and

Design Teams)

Other services

Depending on your GP surgery or hospital, you may be able to use the NHS App to:

message your GP surgery or a health professional online

contact your GP surgery using an online form and get a reply

access health services on behalf of someone you care for

view and manage your hospital and other healthcare appointments

view useful links your doctor or health professional has shared with you

view and manage care plans

Page last reviewed: 26 April 2023

To add new features to

the app to help people

make and manage

hospital appointments

when referred by their

GP.

Millions more patients across

England are benefitting from

easier access to their health

records and medical services

through the NHS App.

Simon Bolton, Interim Chief

Executive at NHS Digital, said:

“The NHS App continues to

change the way people in England

access healthcare services"

They don't need to manage their

appointments, they need to manage their

waiting time

Meeting patients and clinicians needs

what

 happens

now?

does the

consultant know

the background

or should i bring

everything with

me?

is somebody

going to

contact me?

not heard in

3 months.

What am I

meant to do?

the systems

are not

joined up

the patients

call us in

distress

we are not

kept

informed

when we do,

it's

inconsistent

and possibly

out of date

receive

notifications

of actions to

do in the app

receive

confirmations

or reminders

is there's

something i

need to do?

is it safe to

cancel my

appointment?

it'd be good

to have a

complete

picture

"I just want to know"

what  happe

ns next?

"I just need to know

what to tell the patient"
Keep health plans, test results, correspondance,

etc in the app

Receive notifications regarding:

     appointments

     actions the patient needs to complete

Receive SMSs from the healthcare provider

Help to prepare for the appointment

Useful information about the clinic (location,

facilities, directions, etc)

Useful information about their condition

Make, change and

cancel secondary

appointments

The ask 

Solving the right problem

Designing the service  The new Value Proposition

"I carry a folder with everything to every

appointment because they don't know"

INSIGHTS CONCEPTING

CASE STUDY

WHAT I DID

MYRIAM LODA

NHS APP - CASE STUDY


